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lnstructions:
1. Attempt any SIX Questions out of which Q.1 is compulsory
2. Answer each next main question on NEW PAGE
3. Figures to the right hand side indicates full marks
4. lliustrate your answers with sketches and flow charts wherever necessary
5. Use of non-programmable electronic pocket calculator permissible
6. Mobile and any other Communication Devices and Books etc. are not allowed in exam hall
7. Assunre suitable data wherever necessary
Marks
Q. 1: al Filling in the blank
i) ln plain power loom, the rotationalspeed of the crank

rotationa! speed of bottom shaft.
ii)Selvages of fabric are protected during weaving by
iii) Dobby mechanism is installed on
iv) lndividual warp ends are controlled by _
v) Conversion of 46 Tex to Ne count is
Ne

shaft

is

5

times the

in shedding.

blMatch the following
i)Traverse Drum
ii) Rubber Squeeze Rolts
iii) Let off Mechanism
iv)Stock Port System
v)Splicing Device

5

a) Reed Count
b) Loom
c) Autoconer

d)Winding
e)Sizing Sow Box

c| Write short answer
i) WhyYarn Clearer Device is installed on warp winding machine?
ii) State the object of sizing process.

10

iii) Purpose of installing of PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) Device on Sizing Machine.
iv) what is the difference between side weft fork and centre weft fork motion?
v) Define Cover Factor of a fabric.
Q. 2: a| Describe the various sizing ingredients used in Sizing with their purpose.
b! The length of yarn wound in 6 min. on a winding machine is 3600 meters. The
Drum diameter is 101.6 mm. Calculate the rpm of the winding drum.

8

Q. 3: a) Describe different types of warping creels.

8

b) Describe modern developments & features of sizing machine

Q.4: a) Describe the working principle of negative Let-Off motion with diagram.
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8

8

I

b) Describe the process control of High-speed winding machine

8

Q. 5: a) Describe with diagram the passage of yarn on SectionalWarping Machine.
b! Calculate the Avg. Count of50s, 34s,30s and 20s Cotton yarn

I
I

Q. 6: a) Calculate the approximate length of sized yarn on weave/s Beam in meter,
if count of warp is 40 Ne & total ends are 9400 weighing 360 kgs.
b) Describe with suitable diagram the Over Pick mechanism on Auto Looms

8

Q.7: Draw the following Designs with proper Draft & peg plan (use Graph paper).
i) 1/3 Twill
ii) Crape
iii) 5 End Sateen
iv) Diamond Weave

16

8

Q.8: Write short note on the following:

16

a) Knotting Operation

b) Humidification in Weaving Department
c) Use of Adhesive in size mixing
d) Types of Slub Catchers on Winding machine
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